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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we define the min imax flow problem and design an O(k M(n, m)) t ime 
opt imal  a lgor i thm for a special case of the problem in which the weights on arcs are either 0 or 1, 
where n is the number  of vertices, m is the number  of arcs, k (where 1 < k < m) is the number  
of arcs with nonzero weights, and M(n, m) is the best t ime bound for f inding a max imum flow in a 
network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let N = (V, A, s, t, c) be a network with vertex set V, arc set A, source s, sink t, and ca- 
pacity function c : A --* ~+ U {0}, where G = (V,A) is the underlying directed graph with 
IVI = n and [E[ = m. In addition, each arc a E A is associated with a nonnegative real-valued 
weight w(a). Without  loss of generality, we assume that  G has no loop (i.e., an arc from a 
vertex u to itself) and no multiple arcs (i.e., ares from a vertex u to another vertex v). Based on 
the above two assumptions, an arc from u to v can be denoted as (u, v). For flow networks, we 
further assume that  if (u, v) ~ A, then (v, u) ~ A. Note that all the assumptions can be easily 
enforced by introducing "dummy" vertices and properly redefining the capacity function and the 
weight function. For convenience of exposition, we define c(u, v) = w(u, v) = 0 for all (u, v) ~ A. 
A flow in a network N is a function f : V x V --~ ,~ that satisfies the following three proper- 
ties [1]: 
(i) Skew symmetry: f(u,v) = - f (v ,  u). 
(ii) Capacity constraint: f(u,v) < c(u,v). 
(iii) Conservation condition: ~vey  f(u, v) = 0, for all u E V - {s, t}. 
For each (u,v) E V x V, f(u,v) is called the netflow from u to v. The value Ill of a flow f 
is the net flow out of the source, i.e., ~ve7 f(s, v). Note that if (u, v) ¢ A and (v, u) ¢ A, then 
f(u, v) = f(v, u) = 0. If (u, v) c A and f(u, v) = c(u, v), we say that flow f saturates arc (u, v) 
and call (u, v) an f-saturated arc in N. For each (u,v) E A, w(u,v),  f(u,v) is the (arc) cost 
of (u, v) with respect to flow f ,  and the (total) cost of a flow f is ~(u,v)eA w(u, v) • f(u, v). 
The maximum flow (max-flow) problem is to find a flow of maximum value, and the mzn-eost 
flow problem is to find a maximum flow of minimum (total) cost. Both the max-flow and the 
rain-cost flow problems have been studied extensively (see [1-3] for more references). We define 
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the min max-cost flow (or simply minimax flow) problem as one that finds a maximum flow f 
which minimizes the maximum arc cost, i.e., minimizes max(u,v)eA w(u, v) • f(u,  v). 
If the precision of real numbers is finite when they are implemented by floating point numbers 
in computers, the minimax flow problem can be easily solved as follows. Given a flow network 
N = (V, A, s, t, c) with weight function w, define N(f~) = (V, A ~, s, t, c ~) to be a new flow network 
with A ~ = A, and c~(u, v) = c(u,v) if w(u,v) = 0 and c~(u,v) = min(c(u, v),/3/weight(u,v)) 
if w(u,v)  > 0, for each arc (u,v) E A. Let /~ = max(u,,)eA{W(U,V ) • c(u,v)}. By using the 
binary search technique and repeatedly constructing maximum flows in N(/3) for different values 
of f~ E [0,~], we can find a min max-cost flow in N in time O(B.  M(n ,m)) ,  where B is the 
number of bits needed to represent f) in maximum precision and M(n,  m) is the best time bound 
for finding a maximum flow in a network with n vertices and m arcs. 
In Section 2, we design an optimal algorithm with time complexity polynomial in n, m, and k, 
for a special case of the minimax flow problem in which the weight of each arc is either 0 or 1, 
and k is the number of arcs with nonzero weights. 
2. ALGORITHM FOR MIN IMAX FLOW PROBLEM 
WITH 0 /1  WEIGHTS 
Before delving into the description of the algorithm, we first introduce the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. Given a flow network N = (V, A, s, t, c) with 0/1 weight function w (i.e., w( u, v) = 0 
or 1, for all u and v), define N(fl) = (V, A ~, s, t, c ~) to be a new flow network with A ~ = A, 
and c~(u, v) = c(u, v) if w(u, v) = 0 and c~(u, v) = min(c(u, v), j3) if w(u, v) = 1, for each arc 
(u, v) e A. An arc (u,v) • A ~ is vaned a critical arc if w(u, v) -- 1 and c~(u, v) = ~ < c(u, v). 
Let f* be a maximum flow in N and f~ a maximum flow in N(j3). Since c~(u, v) <_ c(u, v) for 
all (u,v), we have [f~[ _< [f*[ for all f~ > 0. Let ~ = maxw(u,,)=l{C(U, V) }. It is easy to see that 
N = N(j3) for all f~ > 8. Therefore, If*l = [f~[ for all ~3 > ~. Also, if If° I -- If*I, then there is 
a maximum flow for the network N with the total cost equal to 0, and hence, the maximum arc 
cost is also 0. The capacity ~ of the critical arcs in N(f~) is the maximum arc cost (note that 
the weight of a critical arc is 1) allowed for the network N(f~), and hence, the minimum value of 
the maximum arc cost for a maximum flow in N is/3", where f~* is the minimum value of f~ such 
that [f~[ = If*I, i.e., see the following definition. 
DEFIN IT ION.  f~* ~-~ min(~ [ f~ > 0 and [f~[ = If*I}, where f~ is amax imum flow in N(j3). 
Our goal is simply to find/~* and construct a maximum flow f~* for the flow network N(~*). 
The algorithm MMC01 for the minimax flow problem with a 0/1 weight function is shown in 
Figure 1. 
In Algorithm MMC01, we repeatedly construct maximum flows for networks N(f~) with in- 
creasing values of ~3. Initially, f~ := 0. If if0[ = if.[, then there is a maximum flow with zero 
cost. Otherwise, if [f~[ = If*[ and [f~'] < [f*[ for all 0 _< t3' < ~, the optimal value off~, i.e., the 
minimum value of the maximum arc cost j3* is found. 
In Step 3, if [f~[ < If*[, the optimal value off~ has not been found. For each (u,v) • A ~ = A, 
if w(u, v) --- 1 and f~(u, v) = c~(u, v) = j3 < c(u, v), (u, v) is an f~-saturated critical arc in N(f~). 
Therefore, if we want to get a larger flow, we need to increase the capacities of critical arcs. 
Let A and A be defined as in the algorithm. We will show that f~ + A/A _< ~*. Hence, we 
set f~ := ~ + A/A and repeat the process. This guarantees that the value of f~ is always less 
than or equal to the optimal value f?*, and upon termination (we will show the algorithm always 
terminates), [ff~[ -- [f*[, and hence, ~3 = ~*. 
3. ANALYS IS  OF  ALGORITHM MMC01 
To prove the correctness and the optimality of Algorithm MMC01, it suffices to show that in 
Step 4, the new value of f~ after the assignment ~ :=/~ + A/A is always less than or equal to/3", 
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Algorithm MMC01 
Step 1. Find a maximum flow f* and its value [f*l for the flow network N = (V,A,s , t ,c) .  
Step 2. Let k be the number of arcs with nonzero weights in N (w.l.o.g. assume k _> 1). 
Let A := k + 1 and/3 := 0. 
Step 3. Construct flow network N(fl) = (V, A ~, s, t, c~). 
Find a maximum flow f~ and its value ]ff l  for N03 ). 
If [f~t = If*l, go to Step 5. 
Step 4. Let A := [ f * ] -  [fZ[. 
Let R be the set of f~-saturated critical arcs in N03), i.e., R := {(u,v) E A ~ t w(u,v) = 1 
and F(u ,v )  = c~(u,v) = ~ < c(u,v)}. 
Let A := min(IRI, A - 1) and/3 :=/3 + A/A. 
Go to Step 3. 
Step 5. A maximum flow, fZ, that  minimizes the maximum arc cost is found, and the maximum 
arc cost with respect o flow f~ is/3. 
Figure 1. Algorithm for minimax flow problem with a 0/1 weight function. 
and the algorithm terminates at A _> 1. To facilitate the proof of the above statement, we first 
define the following notations, review some well-known theorems, and present some lemmas that 
will be used in the main theorem. 
Given a flow network N = (V, A, s, t, c) and a flow f in N, the f-residual capacity function, c f, 
of N is defined as cf(u,v) = e(u,v) - f (u,v) .  Note that we can push up to cf(u,v) additional 
units of flow from u to v by increasing c(u, v) - f(u,  v) units of flow in arc (u, v) if (u, v) c A, or 
decreasing f(v,  u) = - f (u ,  v) units of flow in arc (v, u) if (v, u) E A (recall that in a flow network 
if (v, u) E A, then (u, v) ~ A). We call Nf = (V, Af ,  s, t, cf) the f-residual network of N, where 
Af  = {(u,v) I cf(u,v) > 0}. Note that  (u,v) E Af  implies that either c(u,v) > 0 or c(v,u) > 0. 
An f-augmenting path P in N is a sequence of distinct vertices v0, vl, • • •, vl, where v0 = s, vl = t, 
and (vi, V~+l) E Af,  for 0 < i < l. That  is, P is an f -augment ing path in N if and only if P is a 
directed path from s to t in ?if. The residual capacity of P, denoted by cf(P), is the maximum 
flow that  can be pushed through P in N, i.e., cf(P) = min(~,,)Ep cf(u,v). 
LEMMA 1. [1] Let f be any flow and f* a maximum flow in N. Also, let Nf  be the f-residual 
network of N, then the value of a maximum flow in Nf  is I f * [ -  [fl. 
PROOF. See [1] for a proof of this lemma. , | 
A cut K = (S, S) is a partition of the vertex set V into two subsets S and S = V - S, where 
,s c S and t E S. We also use the cut K = (S,S) to denote the set of arcs (u,v) E A with u ~ S 
and v E S. The capac i tyc (K)  o facut  K is defined to be c(K) = ~(  .... ) c l~( (mv)  A cut of 
minimum capacity is called a minimum cut. 
THEOaEM 2. (MAX-FLOW MIN-CUT THEOaEM). [I,4,5] A flow f in N is a maximmn flow if 
and only if N contains no f-augmenting path. And, the value of a maximum flow is equal to the 
capacity of a minimum cut. | 
The following simple lemma follows directly from the definition of a cut and will be used in 
the subsequent lemmas/theorems implicitly. 
LEMMA 3. Let N = (V, A, s, t, c) be a flow or residual network. Given A' c_ A, if for every 
directed path P from s to t in N, there is an arc (u, v) E A' such that (u, v) is a directed arc on 
path P, then there exists an arc set K C A ~ such that K is a cut in N. | 
LEMMA 4. Let N = (V, A, s, t, c) be a flow network, f a flow in N, and Nf  = (V, Af,  s, t, cf) the 
]'-residual network of N. Given A t C_ AI,  suppose for every f-augmenting path P of N, there 
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exists an arc (u, v) E A' such that (u, v) is a directed arc on P in iV/. Let K C_ A' be a cut in NI.  
Then, 
I/*I -< Ill + ~ cf(u,v) = Ill + ~ (c(u,v) - f(u,v)), 
(u,v)EK (u,v)EK 
where f* is a maximum flow in N.  
PROOF. This lemma follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 3 and the max-flow min-cut heorem, l
The following lemma and theorem give the key point on the correctness of the assignment 
/3 :=/3 + A/A in Step 4 of Algorithm MMC01. 
LEMMA 5. Given a flow network N = (V, A, s, t, c), let f* be a maximum flow in N and Nf .  = 
(V, A: .  , s, t, c:.) the f*-residual network of N. Let Y, Z be any two subsets of V x V such that 
for all (u,v) E Y, c : . (u,v)  > O, and for all (u,v) E Z, c: . (u,v) = 0 (note that Y C_ A: .  
and Z n A: .  = 0). Let N t = (V, A t, s, t, c') be a network with its capacity function e' defined as 
follows: e(u, v) + r(u, v), if (u, v) E Y U Z, 
ct (u, v) = c(u, v), otherwise, 
where r(u,v) is a positive real number for each (u,v) E Y U Z. And A t -- {(u,v) E V x V I 
e'(u,v) > 0}. Let N}. = (V, Xf. ,s,t ,c~f.)  be the f*-residual network of N'. We have, for every 
f*-augmenting path P of N ~, there exists an arc (u, v) E Z such that (u, v) is a direct arc on P 
in N'f.. 
PROOF. Since f* is a maximum flow in N, by the max-flow min-cut theorem, there is no 
i f-augmenting path in N, i.e., there is no directed path from s to t in Nf . .  By the defini- 
tions of N'  and N~., we have that A}. = A/.  U Z. Therefore, for every if-augmenting path P 
of N t, there must exist an arc (u, v) E Z such that (u, v) is a directed arc on P in N}.. I 
THEOREM 6. Following the notations in Lemma 5, let K C_ Z be a cut in N}..  We have 
I:'I <- If*I+ ~ r(u, v), 
(u,v)~K 
where f l  is any flow (including maximum flow) in N'. 
PROOF. By definition, we have, for (u,v) E Z, 
c~f.(u,v) = ct(u,v) - f*(u,v)  
= c(u,v) +r (~,v)  - f*(~,v)  
= e:. (~, ~) + ~(u, ~) 
Then, the theorem follows directly from Lemmas 4 and 5. I 
The following theorem gives the key point on the correctness of the decrement of A in Step 4 
of Algorithm MMC01. 
THEOREM 7. Assume/3 </3*. Let f~ be a maximum flow in N(/3) and R the set of f~-saturated 
critical arcs in N(/3). Let jY =/3 + ( [ f* [ -  [f~I)/A' and Nf~ (13') the f~-residual network of N(/~'), 
where [K[ _< A ~ _< IR[ and K c_ R is a cut in Nf~(/3'). 
Let fa' be a maximum flow in N(/3'), and N t the set of f~'-saturated critical arcs in N(13t). 
Assume [fZ'[ < If*[. Let/3" = /3t + ([f.I _ [f~'D/A,, and NI~,(/~') the f~'-residual network 
of N03" ), where [Kt[ _< A" and K t C_ R t is a cut in Nf~,(B').  
We have that [Kt[ _< A I - 1. 
PROOF. Since K ~ is a cut in N:~,(/3"), by definition, there exists a subset S of V such that 
K t = (S,,.~). Note that s E S , t  E S= V-S ,  and for all (u,v) 6 K',  u E Sandv  E S. Let 
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A = [ / * [ -  If~[, and f~ = f~ ' - fn .  It is easy to see that f~  is a maximum flow in Nf,(/3') [1]. 
' n' /3'. For each (u,v) E K',  since (u,v) is flY'-saturated critical in N(/3'), fZ (u,v) = c (u,v) = 
And, for each (u,v) E K',  since f fr(u,v) --/3' and f~(u,v) < cf~(u,v) =/3, we have 
~ , A for all (u,v) c K'. (1) f (u,v) = f~ (u,v) -- fZ(u,v) > /3' - /3  = A--;' 
Furthermore, we claim that 
f}~ (u, v) _> 0, for all (u, v) E S x o 0 and (u, v) ~ K'. (2) 
We prove the claim as follows. Since K' is a cut of Nf~, (/3"), by definition, 
cT2, (u ,v )=cZ"(u ,v ) -ZZ ' (u ,v )=O,  foral l (u,v) ESxSand(u ,v ) f fK ' .  (3) 
There are two cases to consider. 
CASE 1. c ~'' (u, v) > 0. By definition, c~'' (u, v) > 0 implies that (u, v) E A ~'' = A, and 
I ~' (u, v) = c ~'' (u, v) (from equation (3)) 
= min (13",c(u,v)) 
> min (/3', c(u, v)) 
= c~' (~, v) 
>_ fn' (u, v). 
Therefore, f~' (u,v) = c~'(u,v) > c~(u,v) > f~(u,v), and f~'~(u,v) = f~' (u,v) - f~(u,v) >_ O. 
CASE 2. c~"(u, v) = 0. By definition, c~"(u,v) = 0 implies c(u,v) = 0, and hence, f~3(u,v) <_ 0. 
~,, ~, 
From equation (3), f~'(u,v) = c (u,v) = 0. Now, since f (u,v) = 0 and f~(u,v) <_ 0, 
f~,, (u, v) = f~' (u, v) - f~(u, v) > O. 
From Cases 1 and 2, the claim (equation (2)) follows. 
Now, from equations (1) and (2), we have 
~,, 
= Z Z Z 
(u,v)ESxD (u,v)ESx~,(u,v)EK' (u,v)ESx~,(u,v)~S(' 
A (from equations (1) and (2)). >_ I~'1. ~ 
Therefore, if IK'I _> A', I f~l > A. But, then  If~'l  = IfZl + Ifs~l _> IfZl + A = if*l, which 
contradicts the assumption that Ifn'l < If*l- I 
For X E {/3, A, R, A}, let Xi denote the value of the corresponding variable at the ith iteration 
of Steps 3 and 4 in MMC01 (before the assignments "Let A := min(IRI, X-1)  and/3 := 13 + A/X"). 
If Algorithm MMC01 terminates at the ~th iteration of Step 3, then define Ai = 0 and R~ = (3, 
for all i >_ g, and define Xi = Xe and/3i =/3e, for all i > ~7. Note that Ai+l = min(I/Td, X~ - 1), 
and fT~+l =/3i + Ai/Ai+l, for all 1 _< i < L Initially, X1 = k + 1 and/31 = 0. 
The following lemma proves the loop invariants of Algorithm MMC01. 
LEMMA 8. ~i ~ fl* and A~ > 1, for all i > 1. Moreover, if Step 4 is to be executed the ith time, 
l,. > 1 and IDeal <_ A~+~ < IR~I, where K~ C_ R.~ is a cut in the .f~'.-residual network Nf~, (~i+I) 
of N(; /~+ 1 ). 
PROOF. We prove this lemma by induction on i. 
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For i = 1, /31 = 0 < /3* and A1 = k + 1 > 1. Moreover, if Step 4 is to be executed the first 
time, A2 = min(IRlI,A1 - 1) = min(IRll,k ) = IRll. Therefore, IKll < A2 = IRll. 
Assume the lemma is true for all i, 1 < i < j. 
If/3j =/3", then If/~l = If*l and MMC01 terminates at (or before) the jth iteration of Step 3. 
The theorem is thus proved. 
If t3j </3*, Aj = If*l - I f~ J l  > 0. It is also easy to see that IRjl _> 1 because, if there are no 
f~J-saturated critical arcs in N(/3j), Aj should be equal to 0. Since Step 4 is to be executed the 
jth time, by induction hypothesis, Aj > 1, and hence, Aj+I = min(]RjI,A j -1 )  > 1. Moreover, 
by induction hypothesis, IKj] <<_ Aj+I <_ IRjl. Now, since IKj] < Aj+I < IRjl and j3j+l = 
~j"~Aj//~j+I, from Theorem 6, for any/3' < j3j+l, [fZ'] < [ f~ I+]Kj].Aj/)~j+I < ]f/3j iq_/k j = [f. [, 
which implies that/3' </3* for any/3' </3j+,. Therefore, ~3j+l _< t3". 
If Aj+I = 1, from Theorem 7, 0 < IK'I < Aj+I - 1 = 0, where K '  is a cut in the f~J+l-residual 
network N/0~+1(/3') of g(f l ' ) ,  for any/3' > /3j+1. Since IK'[ = 0, [fZJ+'l = If*l. This further 
implies that MMC01 will terminate at the (j + 1) st iteration of Step 3. Therefore, if Step 4 is 
to be executed the (j + 1) st time (i.e., [fZ~+l [ < If*I), we must have Aj+I > 1. Moreover, from 
Theorem 7, we have ]Ky+ll _< Aj+I - 1, and since [Kj+ll <_ IRj+ll, we have [Kj+ll < Aj+2 = 
min(]Rj+l I, Aj+I - 1) < ]Rj+ll. | 
Finally, the correctness/optimality and the time complexity of Algorithm MMC01 are stated 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Given a flow network N = (V, A, s, t, c) with a 0/1 weight function w. Let IV[ = n, 
]A[ = m, and 1 <_ k <_ m be the number of arcs with nonzero weights. Algorithm MMC01 win 
terminate in O(k. M(n, m) ) time, where M(n, m) is the best time bound for finding a maximum 
flow. And upon termination,/3 = 13". 
PaOOF. The time complexity of Algorithm MMC01 is dominated by the network flow algorithm 
in Step 3. By Lemma 8, Step 3 will be executed at most k + 1 times since the value of A 
monotonically decreases from k + 1 to q, for some q _> 1. Also, from Lemma 8, /3 _< ~* for all 
iterations of Step 3, and upon termination [f~[ = [f*[, and hence,/3 =/3". | 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have defined the minimax flow problem and designed a polynomial-time 
optimal algorithm for a special case of the problem. The general minimax flow problem can 
be easily solved in polynomial time if the precision of real numbers is finite when they are 
implemented by floating point numbers in computers. 
For the special case in which the weights on arcs are either 0 or 1, we designed an optimal 
algorithm MMC01 of time complexity O(k. M(n, m)), where n is the number of vertices, m is the 
number of arcs, k (1 < k < m) is the number of arcs with nonzero weights, and M(n, m) is the 
best time bound for finding a maximum flow in a network with n vertices and m arcs. Similar 
technique can also be applied to the general case in which the weights of arcs can be arbitrary 
(nonnegative) numbers, instead of 0 or 1 only. Details on this extension will be reported in a 
future paper. 
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